Abstract. Let fo be a plane curve singularity. Let (¿to, Hi, -• •, Hk) be all possible Milnor numbers of non-degenerate deformations of fo (in decreasing order). We prove that fj,2 = Hi -1 for fo with one segment Newton polygon (pi is given by the Bodin formula).
Introduction
Let /o : (C™, 0) -> (C, 0) be an isolated singularity (for short a singularity), i.e. fo is the germ of a holomorphic function having an isolated critical point at 0. A deformation of fo is a family (fs)seu °f isolated singularities (or smooth germs) analytically dependent on the parameter s in an open neighborhood U C C of 0 G C. The jump of Milnor numbers of the deformation (fs)seu is the number M)~l*(f.) seU\{ 0}, where fj,(fs) is the Milnor number of fs. This number is well defined because fi(fs) is independent of s ^ 0 for sufficiently small s. We will denote it by A ((fs))-Moreover, by the upper semi-continuity of \i (Proposition II.5.3 in [8] , Theorem 2.6 in [2] ) it is a non-negative integer. The jump A(/o) (or the first jump) of fo is the minimum of the non-zero jumps of the (fs) over all deformations of fo-According to A. Bodin [1] N. A'Campo posed the problem to compute A(/o). It is still an open problem. S. Gusein-Zade [3] proved that there are singularities fo such that A(/o) > 1 and that for irreducible fo, A(/o) = 1.
Bodin in [1] considered the following weaker problem: to compute the jump A'(/o) of fo over all non-degenerate deformations of fo (i.e. fs are non-degenerate in the Kouchnirenko sense for s ^ 0). Of course, we have always X(fo) < A'(/o). For n = 2 he gave a formula for A'(/o) for fo with the 
The Bodin formula gives
for singularities with one segment Newton polygon. The main result of the paper is that for such singularities ¡JL2 = /¿1 -1 i.e. the "second jump" of /o is always equal to 1.
Non-degenerate singularities
x > 0 A y > 0}). We denote it by r+(/ 0 ).
The boundary of the Newton diagram /+(/o) is the union of two semilines and a finite number of compact, non-parallel segments, which are not contained in these semi-lines. These segments constitute the Newton polygon of singularity /o, which we will denote by -T(/o)-Often we will identify pairs (i, j) G N 2 with monomials x % yK We will call singularity /O convenient if r(/0) has common points with OX and OY axes.
For segment 7 G -T(/o) we define (/0)7 := Yl(i,j)e-y a ij xl V j • We cal1 a singularity /O non-degenerate on 7 G r(fo) (in the Kouchnirenko sense), when the system of equations has no solutions in C* x C*. We call a singularity /o non-degenerate, when /o is non-degenerate on every segment 7 G F(/o). We notice that if (fs) is a deformation of /o, then for sufficiently small s ^ 0, Newton's diagram r+(f 9 ) doesn't depend on s.
Let /o be a convenient singularity. By S we denote area of the set bounded by OX and OY axes and the polygon -T(/o). By a and b we It is easy to check that v(fo) > 0.
We will remind a known theorem about non-degenerate singularities that we will use further. THEOREM 1. (Kouchnirenko [4] ) Assume that a singularity fo is convenient. Then
if fo is non-degenerate, then n(fo) = v{fo).

Non-degenerate jump of Milnor numbers of a singularity
Let fo be a singularity. A deformation (f s ) s eu of fo is called nondegenerate if f s is non-degenerate for s / 0. The set of all non-degenerate deformations of the singularity fo we will denote V nd {fo).
Non-degenerate jump A'(/o) of the singularity fo is the minimal of non-zero jumps over all non-degenerate deformations fo, what means
where by T>Q d (fo) we denote the all non-degenerate deformations (f s ) of fo for which A((/")) # 0. Obviously
PROPOSITION 1. For each singularity fo we have the inequality
The above inequality may be strict. 
Formula for non-degenerate jump of a non-degenerate singularity
First we recall definitions and some well known facts about quasi-homogeneous polynomials. Let / e Cpi, Y] be a non-constant polynomial. We call / quasi-homogeneous polynomial of degree d, when there exists (m, n) E N+ such that, GCD(m,n) = 1 and
We call numbers m and n weights of variables x and y. f is a homogeneous polynomial, when m = n = 1.
PROPERTY 1. Let f be a quasi-homogeneous polynomial with weights m and n. Then there exists a homogeneous polynomial (a form) v and numbers r, s E N such that
f{x,y) = x r y s u{x n ,y m ), u(x, 0)^0.
The form v is called corresponding to fo• Before we give Bodin formula for non-degenerate jump we will recall known properties about non-degenerate singularities. Let /o be a singularity and .T(/o) its Newton polygon. 
PROPERTY 2. For any
7 € -T(/o) polynomial (/o
PROPERTY 4. fo is non-degenerate on 76 -T(/o) ^ the form v corresponding to (fo)y has no multiple factors discriminant A(v) of the form v is not zero.
One can find Property 3 in [7] (the proof of Property 2.6) and Property 4 in [5] .
Let fo be a non-degenerate and convenient singularity. We will denote by J the set of all monomials x p y q , where p + q> 1, lying in closed domain bounded by axes and Newton diagram T+(/o). Obviously J is a finite set.
LEMMA 1. For any x p y q € J the deformation fs = fo + sx p y q , s G U, is non-degenerate.
Proof. Because x p y q G J, so for s / 0, supp(/s) = {(p, g)} U supp/o. Therefore Newton diagram fs is constant for sufficiently small s / 0. Let 7 be a segment of the Newton polygon of /s, for s / 0. We will consider cases:
2. (p, <7) G 7 and besides (p, <7) there exists the only one point from supp/o, (which we denote by (k, I)) lying in 7. Then (k, Z) and (p, <7) are the ends of 7. From Property 3 fs is non-degenerate on 7.
3. (p, 9) € 7 and besides (p, <7) there exist more than one point of supp(/s) lying on 7. We will consider subcases:
(i) (p, q) G r(/0). Consider the discriminant A(s) of the form vs corresponding to (/s)7. The value A(0) is equal to the discriminant of the form corresponding to (/o)7, so A(0) 0 (because fo is non-degenerate on 7). Therefore A(s) 0 for s from sufficiently small neighborhood of zero. From Property 4, fs is non-degenerate on 7.
(ii) (p, q) $ r(fo). Then (p, q) is an end of 7. In this case 7 is a continuation of a certain segment 70 £ -T(/o)-Without loss of generality we may assume, that (p, q) is the left end of 7. Let (fs)1(x, y) = (/o)7(a;, y) + sx p y q .
From Property 2 the polynomial (/s)7 is quasi-homogeneous. We denote by m, n weights of variables x and y and d degree of this polynomial. From Property 1 there exists homogeneous polynomial vs and numbers r, t G N+ such that • Lemma 1 says, that for each convenient and non-degenerate singularity fo the deformation fs = fo + sx p y q , x p y q e J, s G U, is a non-degenerate deformation of fo. We will denote it by (/s (p ' 9) ). In [1] Bodin gave the formula for A'(/o) in terms of the deformations (/j p '^). Since [1] has been published only in preprint form with sketchy proofs, we will give a full proof of the Bodin formula. Proof. By the definition of X'(fo) we have to prove the equality
The inequality "<" is obvious. We will prove the opposite inequality ">". Take 
It is enough to prove that 
We will consider possible cases: 1. ai > a2, b\ > b2. We will denote by (mi, ni), I = 1,... ,t, consecutive vertices of the Newton polygon of r(fo + Cj(s)x p iy qj ). From ai > a2, £>1 > b2 it follows, that t > 3. We have, that (m\,n\) = (0, by) and (mt,nt) = (ai,0). If we consider now triangles with vertices: (0, 61), (0, b2), (m2, n2) and (ai, 0), (a2,0), (mt~i,nt-i) , then denoting by hi, h2 (hi, h2 > 1) their heights to bases (0, 61), (0,62) and (ai, 0), (a2,0), respectively, we have 
The case of one segment Newton polygon
In some cases we can give exact value of the non-degenerate jump of a singularity. It happens when Newton polygon of fo consists of only one segment (particularly when fo is an irreducible singularity). We will begin with the simplest case. Consider now a general case of a singularity which Newton polygon consists of only one segment. 
